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The area told as a story. An inquiry into the relationship between verbal 
and map-based expressions of geographical information.

Text to map

«North of there, no peasant farms are 
found.»

How to express this as a map? 

or on a map?

Text to map
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The area told as a story. An inquiry into the relationship between verbal 
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Modelling tool
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The area told as a story. An inquiry into the relationship between verbal 
and map-based expressions of geographical information.

Stepwise formalisation

• Change 8te Miile to 
<spaceDistanceMileMountain>8</>

• Change 
<spaceDistanceMileMountain>8</> to 
64 kilometres

• Change 64 kilometres to (0,0), 
(64000,0).
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The area told as a story. An inquiry into the relationship between verbal 
and map-based expressions of geographical information.

«Fall-off»
What is lost in the process

• Context
• Vagueness
• Under-specification
• Negation
• Disjunction
• ...

Making an inventory
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The area told as a story. An inquiry into the relationship between verbal 
and map-based expressions of geographical information.

Example 1
The landscape west of the settlers here 
is spruce and birch forest with 
mountains, and there are no 
neighbouring farmers, before 8 miles to 
the west Harran in the parish of 
Overhalden. A few Lap Finnes dwell in 
between, however. 
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The area told as a story. An inquiry into the relationship between verbal 
and map-based expressions of geographical information.

• speaker: Povel (Pouel) Olsen (person378)
• name type place: Harran (Schn1_42740)

– part-of: Harran → the parish of Overhalden  
(Schn1_42745) 

• name type place: the parish of Overhalden  
(Schn1_42745)

• rs: place: the settlers here  (node288)
– direction: west: the settlers here → Harran 

(Schn1_42740)
– distance: 8te Miile: the settlers here → Harran 

(Schn1_42740)
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The area told as a story. An inquiry into the relationship between verbal 
and map-based expressions of geographical information.

...there are no neighbouring farmers...

• Possibly, there are ways to model it
• But map?
• Negation on maps possible for certain 

categories in certain scales
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The area told as a story. An inquiry into the relationship between verbal 
and map-based expressions of geographical information.

Example 2
3rd question: Answer: South of their settled farms 
is a 1/2 mile from there the farm Qvæljen, 1 mile 
the farm Leerbaken; the landscape in between 
there is spruce and birch forest with some 
mountain tops; In the area between the lake 
Frostviig and the lake Qvæ lies the 2 Qværn 
mountains under the farm Qvæljen; whose 
farmers, like the others in Northern Finlje lives from 
their meadows, fishing, shooting and often must 
stick to pine bread, as grain rarely grows there.
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The area told as a story. An inquiry into the relationship between verbal 
and map-based expressions of geographical information.• name type place: Qvæljen (Schn1_42686)

• name type place: Leerbaken (Schn1_42690)
• name type place: the lake Frostviig (Schn1_42696) 
• name type place: the lake Qvæ (Schn1_42701)
• name type place: Qværn mountains (Schn1_42709)
• name type place: Qvæljen (Schn1_42714)
• name type place: Northern Finlje (Schn1_42717)
• rs: place: their settled farms  (node286)

– direction: south: their settled farms  → Qvæljen (Schn1_42686)
– distance: 1/2 Miil: their settled farms  → Qvæljen (Schn1_42686)
– direction: south: their settled farms  → Leerbaken (Schn1_42690)
– distance: 1: miil: their settled farms  → Leerbaken (Schn1_42690)

• rs: place: 2de Qværn mountains (node287)
– part-of: 2de Qværn mountains → Qvæljen (Schn1_42714)
– between: 2de Qværn mountains → the lake Frostviig (Schn1_42696) 
– between: 2de Qværn mountains → the lake Qvæ (Schn1_42701)
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The area told as a story. An inquiry into the relationship between verbal 
and map-based expressions of geographical information.

First map
1. South: 180°, that is, straight south.
2. Default width and length of a place polygon when 

no measurements are given: 4000∗6000 meters.
3. Default distance in X and Y direction of something 

between something else, when distance is not 
given: 500∗200 meters.

4. The length of a mile when type is not specified: 
8000 meters.
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The area told as a story. An inquiry into the relationship between verbal 
and map-based expressions of geographical information.

Second map
1. South: 160°, that is, straight south with a slight 

eastern bend; still, well within what must be 
accepted as south.

2. Default width and length of a place polygon when 
no measurements are given: 1000∗500 meters.

3. Default distance in X and Y direction of something 
between something else, when distance is not 
given: 1000∗2000 meters.

4. The length of a mile when type is not specified: 
6000 meters.
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The area told as a story. An inquiry into the relationship between verbal 
and map-based expressions of geographical information.

Typology

1. Under-specified texts

2. Fully specified textual descriptions

3. Ambiguity and negation
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The area told as a story. An inquiry into the relationship between verbal 
and map-based expressions of geographical information.

1. Under-specified texts

Definition of under-specification:
“A verbal text describing a spatial 
phenomenon in a way that can be 

understood as two or more significantly 
different phenomena by a competent 
reader, thus, an ambiguity stemming 

from a lack of information.”
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The area told as a story. An inquiry into the relationship between verbal 
and map-based expressions of geographical information.

2. Fully specified textual 
descriptions

<gml:Curve gml:id="c22222" srsName="EPSG:4326">
  <gml:segments>
    <gml:LineStringSegment>
      <gml:posList>
        10.1 60.02 10.5 60.02 
        10.5 60.16 10.1 60.16
      </gml:posList>
    </gml:LineStringSegment>
  </gml:segments>
</gml:Curve>
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The area told as a story. An inquiry into the relationship between verbal 
and map-based expressions of geographical information.

3. Ambiguity and negation 
...and impossible figures?

“[...] in North of there, 
there are no peasant 
farm.”

“There are no More 
Finns Close to the 
Borders [...]”

A B

length(A,B)≠length(B,A)
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The area told as a story. An inquiry into the relationship between verbal 
and map-based expressions of geographical information.

How to make maps anyway

• Dynamic
• Completness definition

• Choices

• Text
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The area told as a story. An inquiry into the relationship between verbal 
and map-based expressions of geographical information.

The hybrid documentation 
system

• Antiquity: “it is possible [. . . ] to see the 
map and prose narrative as two 
mutually reciprocating halves of a 
single, complete ‘text’.” (Purves 2010)

• The court in Copenhagen

• GPS
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The area told as a story. An inquiry into the relationship between verbal 
and map-based expressions of geographical information.

Rereading the proposal
• Time plan: not follow, but struggle with
• “The model will also store contradictory 

facts if and when they exist. Possible 
contradiction can be found using rules of 
calculation that will be developed on top 
of the model.” 

• “As map” vs. “on map”
...but mostly, it is just lacking depth
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The area told as a story. An inquiry into the relationship between verbal 
and map-based expressions of geographical information.

Rereading the proposal

The core of the argument remains:
• Texts and maps are different
• One is connected to time, the other to 

space
• Neither is always better than the other

...but hopefully on firmer ground
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The area told as a story. An inquiry into the relationship between verbal 
and map-based expressions of geographical information.

Thank you!

oyvind.eide@kcl.ac.uk

http://folk.uio.no/dg/

“Every medium has the capacity of 
mediating only certain aspects of the 

total reality.” (Elleström)


